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Travel Report 

 

- Pakistan’s untiring team on their way back from ‘3rd South Asia Christian Youth 

Conference’ Nepal, focused to attend the Church of Scotland – National Youth 

Assembly 2010; ‘To Boldly Go. . .’ 

 

Prior to exchange of emails with ‘Mission and Discipleship Council’ the IMPACT – Pakistan placed their 

request unto God to make all things happen for them. 

 

God almighty heard the prayers and the request was considered and accepted by the Church of Scotland, and 

they put all there efforts to make it happen for IMPACT – Pakistan to attend ‘To  Boldly Go…’ National Youth 

Assembly - 2010 

 

Zeeshan (Me), Suniya and Sarah managed to attend the NYA 2010 after much efforts from both sides, all the 

preparation and journey to Scotland was finalized. We started our travel on September 1, 2010; it took us 

approximately 20 hours including air travel from Karachi to Dubai, Dubai to Glasgow and then road travel from 

Glasgow airport to University of Stirling, Stirling. Alan Messer came to pick up the small group of 

IMPACT – PAKISTAN. We already started knowing about Scotland, Church and Youth as ‘Alan the Historian’ 

was our guide; it would be a boring voyage from Glasgow to Stirling but Alan changed the scenario being very 

hospitable and sharing the history very generously. As we reached the University of Stirling we met the lady who 

made much effort than we did to make it possible for us, yes the lady was FIONA FIDGIN much known as 

FIDGE, along with her IAIN CAMPBELL and LESLEY MESSER also joined us.  

 

 



 

 

Fiona and Iain helped us with our heavy luggage to our rooms, which were on the other end of the campus, 

where we relaxed for a while and got set for the Welcome Dinner. At the dinner we met the Church of Scotland 

staff, volunteer, delegates from Denmark, Choir from Sweden. It was good to be with the core team and all.   

 

Next day (Sep 3, 2010) Fiona assigned Iain Campbell to take us out to ‘Stirling Castle’ and for some shopping. 

We had a wonderful time at Castle and at shopping area we did capture many unforgettable memories in our 

unprofessional cameras. 

 

Life at the National Youth Assembly 2010: 

 

BREAKFAST  

After personal devotion and prayer everyone rush to the Haldene’s for mouth watery, lavish and wide range of 

breakfast 

 

WORSHIP:  

A small brisk walk for Haldene’s to Logie takes us to the worship area where all young people gathered to proclaim 

His mercies by lifting hands and voices with the musical orchestra through this we fed our souls and ensured 

His blessing throughout the day. 

 

IMPACT – Pakistan learnt many new tunes and Hymns; we also joined the Praise and Worship and enjoyed it a 

lot.  

 

BLETHER:  

Discussion on the topics were shared by renowned guest from topic related traits, sharing the presentation with 

much information to make even a plain brain to grasp about the topics and get to know the in-sight story on the 

subject.. 

 



 

 

SMALL GROUP:  

These were formed to discuss the topics further to add personal opinions, suggestions, and conclude the 

illustration and finalize the reflections. 

 

IMPACT – Pakistan also learnt and shared in the small groups adding little from their perspective which was 

always given attention by rest of the group members. 

 

WORKSHOP:  

These were set on various issues, and sharing was made by the speaker and participants as well, there were 

sessions by Swedish Choir, and sight seeing which was attended mostly by foreigners. 

 

IMPACT - Pakistan enjoyed the worship by Swedish Choir and went to see places like ‘Alan Bridge’ and 

‘William Wallace Monument’ very famous Scottish heritage. 

 

DEBATES:  

An interesting segment which helped young people to finalize the conclusions of the small groups, and present 

their suggestions to the high officials of Church which was a great learning for all. This session was led by 

moderator of Youth Assembly. 

 

IMPACT – Pakistan experienced a new trend of debate which was very casual and much disciplined. 

 

GALA DINNER:  

The most anxiously awaited event of the weekend the Gala Dinner finally arrived. An outstanding gathering 

cum dance cum fashion show cum fun night cum sharing time cum welcome cum farewell cum dinner party, 

and above all an evening to remember. All were dressed up in their traditional dresses, so the  

IMPACT – Pakistan team also wore traditional Pakistani dresses, after the Scottish Dinner a session of Ethical 

Fashion started which was supported by ethical fashion designers and specialists.  



 

 

IMPACT – Pakistan was invited on stage by Fiona to share about the work and situation in Pakistan. A minutes 

silence was observed in memory of deceased due to the massive destruction by flood in Pakistan. Afterward the 

fund was also raised by the attendees for the flood affected victims of Pakistan. 

 

Jane McCarthy was also recognized for her contribution to the Church of Scotland and NYA in past several 

years. 

 

Gala Dinner was followed by a fun night in which a live orchestra led by Iain McLarthy played the Scottish 

tunes and everybody danced the traditional Kelly dance. 

 

IMPACT – Pakistan learned some more of good Scottish culture. 

 

COMMUNION SERVICE:  

A service where we really experienced the presence of Holy Spirit, the service layout, setup, environment, all was 

new for us but while singing praise along with the body of Christ, nothing made us feel uneasy as sometimes 

people undergo when away from mother Church. The worship during the service was so charismatic and we all 

sang together with one voice, the sharing by lay leaders were speaking directly to each one of us. 

 

We broke the dry branches of tree representing our broken relations and sins. Ate grapes, requesting God to 

plant new fruits in our lives. Broken souls were weeping and we believe all repented for their deeds. 

 

The small group leaders shared the bread and cup which cleansed and fortified each one of us more in our living 

God. 

 

Everyone hugged each other and shared the peace of Christ. We left the Pathfoot singing Him praises and we still 

feel the blessing God bestowed on us in that Communion Service. 

 



 

 

HOOTENANY:  

A platform to unveil the hidden talents; everyone enjoyed and appreciated whatever was shared or performed by 

anyone. 

 

IMPACT – Pakistan also sung and performed a Pakistani traditional dance which was very much appreciated by 

all; although we were not prepared for the act but yet people enjoyed it and joined with rhythmic clapping. 

 

CLOSING EVENT:  

A thanksgiving and departing event; Fiona thanked everyone who was anyhow involved in making the NYA 

2010 a success. The technical people, admin ladies, volunteers, choir, group leaders, guests from abroad, and 

appreciated everyone for there contribution and rewarded them with token of appreciation. 

 

Before departure all the young people were anointed with oil which equipped and encouraged us to be faithful 

with God and continue serving Him. 

 

We all were so attached to each other that everyone wanted to stay more but we had to proceed, the ‘contacts 

sharing’, ‘love sharing’, ‘good byes’, ‘take care’ and ‘safe journey’ sounds were everywhere in University of 

Stirling. All left the campus except Church of Scotland Core team, Swedish Choir, Danish delegates and 

IMPACT – Pakistan; altogether 19 people like the first day. 

 

FINAL DINNER:  

Closing dinner was very relaxing for the core team, Swedish choir, Danish delegates and IMPACT – Pakistan. 

We enjoyed the dinner while chatting, reflecting, laughing and flash lights of camera. 

 

The Swedish friends were to depart after the dinner, so before their cab arrived they toasted big thanks and 

invited all of us to Sweden. 

 



 

 

IMPACT – Pakistan also shared their gratitude in the form of small token of love, and thanked all who have 

been very instrumental since the first correspondence till departure. 

 

IMPACT – Pakistan is so thankful to Fiona for making this possible for us; no words and no gifts can express 

our love and gratitude towards her, Fiona has been so kind and generous and a very hospitable host to us. 

 

IMPACT – Pakistan is also very grateful to the Faith Share grant and highly appreciates the effort put in by 

Carol Finley and Graham Audrey. 

 

Iain Campbell, Kim Wood, Chris Long, Lynzy Plew, Lesley Cameron, Lesley Messer, Iain McLarthy, Jane 

McCarthy, {Emma & Darren, Jamie & Jane, Fiona (group leaders)} and Graham Fender (for the Scottish gifts 

and opportunity to wear Kilt); you all have been so hospitable and kind to the team of IMPACT – Pakistan. 

 

Alan Messer how can we ever forget the first person we met and the last chap to drop us at the airport, he 

showed us almost every part of Glasgow and shared the history of Scotland. 

 

We are truly overwhelmed by all the love that everybody has bestowed upon us from the first day till the end. 

  

Thank you 

 

Yours in His grip, 

 

Zeeshan James 
Executive Director 
IMPACT – Pakistan 
shanijames@hotmail.com 
impact.pakistan@live.com 
www.IMPACTPAKISTAN.org 
+92.300.362.0188 
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